Ml 6	LITERARY COMPANION
This scatalogical novel suggests with a measure
of success the confused and distorted values of a
society whose motto is Go out and kill' The
book is divided into alternating sections of breath
less narrative and hysterical commentary pro
gressmg at a speed which leaves the reader feeling
rather shunned but the chief impression is of the
relish and gusto with which Mailer wrote the
novel
CONTEMPORARY NOVEL.
between the forces of good and evil and the motive
behind the sensationalism of much of bis later
work seems to be a desire to shock readers Into
on awareness of the nature of American society
which lie feels is obscene and life denying
Jlailer suggests that the majority of Americans
are either becoming cogs m the machines of a
brutal totalitarian technology land or taking
elfish refuge in drugs and nihilism instead of
accepting the dangers of living adventurously
and trying to establish creative relationships
Readers interested in Mailer s social philosophy
should refer to Advertisements for Mvsdf 1959
The Prpsideatial Papers 1963 Cannibals am
Cimstiui' 19C6 Mtamt and the Stege of Chicago
1968
Tile A al ed and Oie Dead     1948    Pa
"Uany critics feel this novel constitutes Mailer b
most successful expression of his view of the
human condition He regards it as the work
ot a young engineer Its subject is the Amen
can troops capture of a Pacific island from the
Japanese but its interest lies m Mailers treat
ment of the power structure within the Amencan
force -which is presented as a microcosm of
society The mass of the troops represented by
the soldiers of one platoon are shown as the
all but helpless victims of the men of power—
the fascist General Cummings and the Platoon
'•ergeint Croft Between the two groups stands
the ineffectual liberal Lieutenant Hearn
Mailer paints a remorseless picture of the agony
of the ordinary soldier's life and of the absurdity
of the war and is very successful in his treatment
of the characters of Cummings and Croft The
weakness of the book lies in his characterisation
of the lower ranks. These soldiers are obviousl^
intended to represent a cross section of Amencan
society but although using techniques derived
from Dos Passes Mailer gives a biographical
sketch of each r»w in the platoon none of them
is cleanly differentiated from the others
Barbara Wion    1951
In thia turgid aDegory of the Cold War the
•unnesiac Lovett finds himself involved in a contest
between two secret agents McLeod and HoUmes
worth for the affections of McLeod s wife the
promiscuous Guinevere
 The Armies of die NigJit    1908    P
Apparently Mailers finest work since TJie
Naked and the Dead this is an absorbing and at
times highly comic reconstruction of the events of
the Peace March on the Pentagon m October
1967 It la written in two sections In the first
the protagonist is Mailer himself described
objectively m the third person In the second
part we are helped to understand the motives and
feelings of other marchers and the fears of the
police and troops who confronted them The
book is notable for its objectivity and humour
Bernard Malamud (b 1914)
Malamud s name is often coupled with that of
his compatriot Bellow They have a common
Jewish heritage Malamud s novels are similar in
theme to those of Bellow but his writing is less
exuberant Both men show a keen appreciation of
natural beauty rare in American novelists
Tlie Natural    1952    P
As Earl Wassermann has noted the e-vente of
this novel have a factual basis and its theme is
that of the Arthurian regeneration myth How
ever this story of a baseball player lacks artistic
unity and its hero is never fully convincing
TJie Assistant    1957    P
Here Malamud found a much, more fruitful
subject the quiet tragedy of Morris Bober anun
successful Jewish grocer and of his Gentile
assistant Frank Alpine For the sake of Bober
and of the latter's daughter Helen Alpine who
has made many false starts m life gives np
what may well be has last hope of achieving
material success The novel is written with
beautiful restraint and Chekhovian irony
 
27>s Deer Park    1955    Co
Mailer planned this novel as the first of eight
whose themes were to cover the whole of Amerl
can life This was the only one to be finished
Its theme is pleasure and its title comes from
D Angervflle s Vie vriv&e de^Loms XV which
refers to the Deer Park that gorge of innocence
and virtue m which were engulfed so ma.Tiy
victims	Matters Deer Park is Desert
D Or a fictional pleasure resort near Hollywood
An American Steam,    1965    M.
Both the title and the wild improbability of
this novel 6 action suggest that Mailer intends it
to be read as an allegory showing the narrator
Rojack resisting the suicidal lure of TiihiHam
presented by the moon and then escaping from
the evQ forces of American society personified
id his wjfe, her father and her maid The sexual
relationaMps between the characters would thus
nave symbolic importance
The novel has its comic moments but its style
ib generally sensational and Its language often
highly obscene.
Whv Are We in Vietnam *   1067    Pa,
D.J an eighteen year-old Texan accompany
ing Ms parents at a dinner party shortly before
leaving to flghfc in Vietnam, remembers a, hunting
trip he and his friend and his father took to
Alaska two years before
 A New Life    1S61    PS    P
Levin a reformed drunkard, obtains an English
post at a small state college but eventually sac
rifices his hard won chance of an academic career
for the sake of the woman he bas loved.
The novel ib set in the early 1950s the period of
McCarthyism Malamud criticises the hysteria
pervading Amencan life at this time exemplified
in the academic and social atmosphere of Gas
cadia College where Levin, a man of liberal
principles suffers from his colleagues fears and
prejudices
A New Life is lees concentrated than The
Assistant It contains elements of picaresque
comedy and is at times very amusing though
occasionally its tone seems frivolous and in
appropriate.
The Ftteer    1968    P
Yakov Bokis like Levin, a victim of hysterical
feelings of national insecurity A Jewish odd
job-man—a fixer—he leaves the Pale Settlement
for Kiev hoping to begin a new more fruitful
life bnt is arrested on & trumped up charge and
endures three terrible years imprisonment
awaiting trial
The inspiration of the novel was the caee of
Mendel Beillss, a Kiev labourer arrested in 1911
and falsely charged with the ritual murder of
a Christian cMld. Malamud says the novel is

